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Comparing collaboration engineering to collaborative modelling
Sjoerd Smink 




This paper describes two distinct research fields and identifies the similarities and differences between them. The first 
research field is collaboration engineering, which studies the design of recurring collaboration efforts without a 
facilitator. Working together in a group without a particular facilitation background can be difficult, and therefore 
standard facilitation techniques called thinkLets are used. The second research field is collaborative modelling, which 
looks into the creation of a model by a group of people. Comparing collaborative modelling with a gaming concept 
brings us to the area of Dialogue Games, which describes ways of how the conversation can be guided. Comparing 
thinkLets with Dialogue Games is the final section of this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Two – at first glance similar – research fields are the 
subject of this paper. Both fields study the process of 
collaboratively creating something with a group of 
people. But when looking in detail, there are differences. 
Comparing collaboration engineering to collaborative 
modelling has not been done yet, although attempts have 
been made. The comparison can bring new ideas or a 
hybrid form that is the best of both research worlds. 
In this paper collaboration engineering is the first topic 
that is described in section 2. The concept of thinkLets is 
also elaborated, in section 2.2. Collaborative modelling is 
the second field of study, and together with Dialogue 
Games explained in section 3. The comparison is covered 
in the final part, section 4. 
2. COLLABORATION ENGINEERING 
Organizations have increasingly complex processes and 
tasks. Especially processes that are innovative, create 
knowledge or activate knowledge (putting knowledge to 
use) are important for the competitiveness of companies. 
(Qureshi & Keen, 2005) The way to deal with this 
complexity is collaborating with multiple people in 
interdisciplinary groups. 
Collaboration consists of three particular elements. First, 
it is a joint effort: individuals are dependent on the effort 
of others, which implies interdependency. Secondly, the 
effort has to be directed or channelled; there has to be a 
goal. And third, it is important that all individuals 
understand and agree to make effort to reach the common 
goal. Collaboration can thus be defined as a “joint effort 
toward a goal”. (Kolfschoten, 2007) 
Collaboration has been explained as a seven-layer model 
(Briggs, de Vreede, Dean, Kolfschoten, Albrecht, & 
Lukosch, 2009). These seven layers are key areas of 
concern for designing a collaboration system. At the top 
of the seven layers is the “goal” and at the bottom the 
“scripts”: 
 
• Goals: a goal is "a desired state or outcome”. 
Because collaboration is a joined effort, it is 
important that individual goals match the group 
goals (goal congruence). 
• Products: the “tangible or intangible artifact or 
outcome” that the group wants to produce. For 
example, with an internal risk audit, the product can 
be a list of risks organized by division stating the 
likelihood and impact. Intangible products can be 
awareness, participation or gaining multiple 
perspectives. 
• Activities: (sub)tasks that, when completed, yield 
the products. Activities are often clustered based on 
the phase the group is in: problem identification, 
alternative generation, evaluation and choice. 
• Patterns of collaboration: regularities of behaviour 
during the teamwork. These patterns explain how 
concepts are realized that help reaching the goal. 
The concepts can be generated, reduced, clarified, 
organized, evaluated or commitment can be built. 
• Techniques: reusable procedures to have useful 
interactions in a group. A brainstorm is a typical 
example of a technique. 
• Tools: artefacts or apparatus used in operations to 
move toward a goal. Examples are whiteboards, 
flipcharts or specialized computer systems. 
• Scripts: everything a team member says to others 
and does with the tools. This includes also the 
explanation how the group members must use the 
tools, which is often very structured to make 
reproducibility possible. 
Working together in a group can bring forward 
astonishing results, but can also be very problematic. 
Different kinds of people all collaborating in one group 
with a (seemingly) common goal can be a challenge. 
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Various collaboration techniques have been developed to 
improve the group outcomes, with mixed results. A 
professional facilitator makes use of the right 
collaboration techniques to improve a group’s 
performance. But a professional facilitator is expensive 
and therefore not an option for all groups. Also, when the 
professional facilitator is leaving the company, he or she 
takes the knowledge out of the company. The research 
area of collaboration engineering focuses on keeping the 
benefits of facilitation without the facilitator himself. 
(Briggs, De Vreede, & Nunamaker, 2003) 
2.1 The concept behind collaboration 
engineering 
Collaboration Engineering is defined as “an approach to 
designing collaborative work practices for high-value 
recurring tasks, and transferring those designs to 
practitioners to execute for themselves without ongoing 
intervention from professional facilitators.” (Briggs, de 
Vreede, & Massey, 2009) 
A collaboration engineer is responsible for designing the 
reusable collaboration process. Typical processes that are 
designed by a collaboration engineer are of importance 
for an organization (“mission-critical”) and are recurring 
and executed frequently. Examples of collaboration 
processes are: risk assessment in groups for financial 
companies, collaborative crisis response for the 
government or requirements specification for software 
development. (de Vreede, Briggs, & Massey, 2009) 
For an ad-hoc collaboration process, the facilitator is the 
designer of the collaboration process and executes it as 
well. He or she is flexible to adapt the process every time 
when uncertain events in the group process occur. The 
facilitator is needed every time for every iteration of the 
collaboration process. This is contrary to what is 
happening in the area of collaboration engineering.  
In collaboration engineering, the collaboration process is 
normally recurring and of high value. Because it is a 
recurring process, the facilitator is able to teach the 
collaboration process to the practitioners. The 
collaboration engineer is responsible for the designing of 
the collaboration process and practitioners are 
responsible for the execution of it. The collaboration 
engineer transfers the knowledge of the collaboration 
process to the practitioners after designing it. The 
practitioners should be able to execute the tasks 
themselves without the intervention of the collaboration 
engineer. 
The practitioners of the collaboration process are task 
specialists in an organization. They do not have any 
facilitation skills or experience in process design. 
Because the practitioners don’t have the capabilities to be 
flexible and respond to uncertain events during the 
collaboration, the process prescription should be robust 
and of high quality. (Kolfschoten, 2007) 
To be able to cope with inexperience of the practitioner, 
and to make the process prescription usable for the 
practitioner, the collaboration engineer can use design 
patterns. Design patterns “support the design and 
transition of collaborative work practices”. (de Vreede, 
Briggs, & Massey, 2009). The term design patterns 
originates from Christopher Alexander (1977): “Each 
pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over 
again in our environment and then describes the core of 
the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can 
use this solution a million times over, without ever doing 
it the same way twice.” Design patterns used in 
collaboration engineering are called thinkLets. 
2.2 ThinkLets 
ThinkLets are originally proposed by Briggs, De Vreede, 
& Nunamaker (2003) for the use of Group Support 
Systems (GSS). GSS’s are software tools to have groups 
collaboratively working on a goal, minimizing 
distractions and communication costs. Contributions of 
one user are immediately visible on the computer screen 
of other users. Although GSS’s increase performance and 
productivity of employees, adoption was not very high. 
This had to do with the many options available and 
inexperienced users not knowing which options to use. 
Therefore, professional facilitators were involved to 
prepare and guide the session. But when the companies 
had to cut down, the facilitator was one of the first to go. 
This is partly because it is difficult to show the economic 
benefits of GSS’s; financial returns tend to be more on 
cost savings and cost avoidance instead of revenue 
growth. Also, efficiency gains are often dispersed across 
departments. Loss of facilitators was also caused by 
political reasons; a good GSS facilitator is trained to be a 
good communicator, task-focussed, understanding group 
dynamics, flexible and a good leader. People with these 
qualities are soon promoted to higher positions. To 
prevent problems with loss of facilitators, the concept of 
thinkLets was brought up. 
There were three requirements for the original concept of 
thinkLets. First, thinkLets had to reduce the load for 
facilitators. Practitioners had to learn the functionality 
and facilitation techniques; they had to know what to do 
with the GSS but not every detail for possible 
eventualities. Secondly, the GSS environment had to be 
consistent and predictable. Therefore, the facilitators that 
get the “same packaging, will get similar predictable 
results from their group”. Third, these packages of 
facilitation techniques given to practitioners, should be 
reusable “to enable short development times for new 
processes”. ThinkLets are basic patterns to guide a 
reasoning process in order to reach a goal. A thinkLet is 
defined as “the smallest unit of intellectual capital 
required to create one repeatable, predictable pattern of 
collaboration among people working toward a goal”. 
(Briggs, De Vreede, & Nunamaker, 2003) 
Every thinkLet has a name and provides explicit prompts 
for the group. It guides the practitioner through the 
decisions that have to be made by the group and creates a 
“particular pattern of collaboration”. This can be that the 
group has to create consensus or that it has to create more 
concepts. Five categories of thinkLets have been 
proposed by Briggs et al. (2003). 
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1. Diverge: a typical example of this is brainstorming. 
It is the intention to increase the number of concepts 
that have not been considered. It can be that 
previously generated concepts are used as 
inspiration for new concepts or more information to 
the previously generated concepts can be added. 
2. Converge: reducing the number of concepts can be 
necessary to increase focus and understanding of 
some concepts that are worthy of further attention. 
A convergence process consists of two steps. First is 
filtering (removing of concepts), which can be done 
in two ways: eliminating concepts or abstracting 
multiple concepts into a more general concept. The 
second step is making sure everybody understands 
the concept and has the same meaning for it. 
3. Organize: the goal of these thinkLets is to increase 
understanding of relationships among concepts. 
Determining which possible relationships exist 
between concepts, can for example be done by 
creating categories or arranging them in a tree 
diagram. 
4. Evaluate: increasing understanding of possible 
consequences of concepts is necessary to decide on 
a direction to take. Based on the goal(s), the group 
has to judge existing concepts. This can for example 
be done by rating the concepts on a one-to-ten scale. 
A divergence thinkLet is frequently preceded by an 
evaluate thinkLet. 
5. Build consensus: increase agreement on the course 
of action to take. The stakeholders have to arrive at 
mutually acceptable commitments. 
The entire collaboration session is tied together with 
thinkLets, so the transition between them is also an 
important aspect. ThinkLets can be seen as the “building 
blocks that support the collaboration process”, and 
transitions between thinkLets as the “mortar that 
connects them”. Transitions determine all the changes, 
events and actions to guide practitioners from the end of 
one thinkLet to the beginning of the next. A distinction 
can be made between data transitions or orientation 
transitions. Changes of data is “transforming the content 
or presentation of existing data, removing data, or 
acquiring new data”. Changes of orientation goes further 
and changes “peoples’ understanding about what they 
were doing and what is expected of them”, e.g. changing 
from a divergent brainstorm to a convergent thinkLet of 
selecting the best ideas. (Kolfschoten, Briggs, Appelman, 
& de Vreede, 2004) When designing a collaboration 
session, transition design must at least account for five 
aspects of change (Kolfschoten, Briggs, de Vreede, 
Jacobs, & Appelman, 2006): 
• Changes of technology: reconfigure or move to 
different technology for a new thinkLet. 
• Changes of data: transform output data to make it 
usable for input of the next thinkLet. 
• Changes of orientation: alert team members that one 
activity has ended, mention that the new activity is 
about to start and how far the session has 
progressed. 
• Changes of location: when starting a new thinkLet, 
it may be necessary to change the physical location. 
• Changes of membership: it can sometimes be 
necessary to change the composition of the group. 
A particular sequence of thinkLets with transitions can 
become a standard. Such a standard is called a 
“compound thinkLet”. This repeatable sequence of 
thinkLets “produces a known, useful result”. 
(Kolfschoten, Appelman, Briggs, & de Vreede, 2004) 
2.3 Specification of ThinkLets 
The original founders of thinkLets (Briggs, De Vreede, & 
Nunamaker, 2003) described thinkLets as having a name 
and three components: tool, configuration and script. The 
combination of these three components creates the 
specific pattern of collaboration. This specific pattern is 
important to be able to have a predictable and repeatable 
collaboration. Lacking knowledge may cause the 
impossibility of recreating the intended collaboration 
pattern; this reproducibility is an important aspect of 
thinkLets. Each of the three components is described in 
detail below. 
Tools are the specific hardware and software that is 
necessary. An electronic brainstorm differs from one with 
yellow notes. But electronic brainstorming is also 
possible in different ways (e.g. whether the GSS supports 
categorizing ideas), which can cause different results. 
Dennis, Valacich, Carte, Garfield, Haley, & Aronson 
(1997) showed that letting people brainstorm in several 
simultaneous discussions resulted in more (high-quality) 
ideas than with single dialogues. Small differences in 
tools used can lead to different results. It is therefore 
important to define the exact tools to be used to make 
replication possible. 
The second specification of thinkLets is how the 
technology is used: the configuration. Posting ideas 
anonymously will have different results than displaying 
the ideas on a screen with names. 
Besides having the tool and configuration specified, it is 
also important for reproducibility how the explanation is 
given to the group. The script is an oral or written 
explanation given to the group as they use the (GSS) tool. 
Small variations in the script can result in large variation 
in the results. An example of this is the research of 
Connolly, Jessup, & Valacich (1990) which showed that 
a critical feedback tone to practitioners resulted in (higher 
quality) ideas than a script that encouraged on a positive 
evaluative tone. 
An example of a thinkLet can be found in appendix A. 
ThinkLets are often printed on cue cards in order for 
practitioners to quickly see what to do during the 
collaboration session. There are about 60 official 
thinkLets. A few examples of these are given in appendix 
B. (de Vreede, Briggs, & Massey, 2009) 
An alternative way of describing thinkLets is presented 
by Kolfschoten, Briggs, de Vreede, Jacobs, & Appelman 
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(2006). Because slight variations in the three components 
(tool, configuration and script) create a new thinkLet, the 
number of possible thinkLets is endless. The goal of the 
new conceptualisation was to prevent the explosion of 
new thinkLets, to assist in choosing the right thinkLet 
and to design thinkLets with components of other 
thinkLets (without replicating them). This new 
conceptualisation is drawn as an object-oriented model 
with classes that have attributes, operations and relations.  
Figure 1 shows the class diagram of the collaboration 
process composed by the authors. The main component is 
the Collaboration Process, which has a name and a goal. 
Participants work together to reach the goals of the 
Collaboration Process and each Participant has a Role; 
depending on the thinkLet this Role can e.g. be the note 
taker or decision maker. The Rule of a thinkLet refers to 
the actions that participants must execute for the 
thinkLet, e.g. in a brainstorm swapping the page after a 
new contribution. The Capabilities are necessities for the 
tools used, e.g. it should be possible to swap a page or 
display the topic on a page. Actions are instructions for 
participants to e.g. add, edit, move, delete or judge, using 
the Capabilities. Parameters of a thinkLet are information 
that is conveyed to the team, e.g. the voting 
criteria or brainstorm question. The Modifier class 
makes it possible to create small modifications to 
the thinkLet, e.g. a few minutes after the start of a 
brainstorm, the moderator can discuss the 
contributions to see if the brainstorm is working 
and then continue with the brainstorm.  
An advantage of this description of thinkLets is 
that it is technology, script and configuration 
independent. The designer of the process may use 
any technology that provides the capabilities. 
Another advantage of the conceptualisation is 
that it makes it easier to compare differences 
and similarities in thinkLets. 
3. COLLABORATIVE 
MODELLING 
A completely other research area is 
collaborative modelling. The name 
“collaborative” suggests some resemblance with 
collaboration engineering, which will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. But collaborative 
modelling is particularly about creating a model 
with a group of people. Research suggests that 
collaboratively creating a model increases the 
understanding of complexity and agreement 
about root problems. (Cockerill, Daniel, 
Malczynski, & Tidwell, 2009) 
Defining the concept of modelling is important 
before the concept of collaboration connected to 
it can be further discussed. A model is often 
associated with the representation and 
visualisation of something (often the reality). 
Wilmont, Brinkkemper, van de Weerd, & 
Hoppenbrouwers (2010) define the term model as: “A 
purposely abstracted, visual or textual representation of a 
clearly demarcated part of what the modeller perceives as 
reality, or of a situation, not necessarily in existence yet, 
which the modeller perceives to be efficient and logical.” 
An important aspect of modelling is the abstraction of 
observable facts. Abstraction is about information hiding. 
It is not possible and also not the intention to include 
everything from the reality in the model. (Colburn & 
Shute, 2007) Information hiding is the “deliberate 
omission of irrelevant information so that the focus is 
only on the relevant aspects of conceptualisation”. There 
is no way of objectively measuring information hiding or 
abstraction of modelling. (Wilmont, Brinkkemper, van de 
Weerd, & Hoppenbrouwers, 2010) 
3.1 The collaborative creation of a model 
Creating a model collaboratively is a complex process 
“involving collective sense-making, negotiations and 
group decisions” (Rittgen, 2007). A framework for 
collaboratively creating a model has been constructed by 
Rittgen (2007) and is displayed in figure 2. 
This model assumes that two factors are dominant in the 
process of model creation: the “internal mental process” 
of the individual and the conversations between the group 
Figure 1: class diagram of collaboration process by 
Kolfschoten et al. (2006) 
Figure 2: levels and domains for creating collaboratively a 
model by Rittgen (2007) 
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members. Discussions between group members form the 
basics of the model. Therefore, the highest level (social) 
deals with the decision whether a proposal is accepted or 
rejected by the group. This proposal can for example be 
to include something in the model or not. The decision 
can be based on majority of the group or on seniority 
(where the vote of some members have a higher weight). 
The middle level is the pragmatic level. Two distinct 
types of behaviour are discovered. First is the 
understanding of the text/case or modelling language 
(and is therefore in the modelling domain). Second is the 
organizing process, which involves the activities agenda 
setting (for structuring the session) and negotiation 
(generating and selecting ideas, this takes most of the 
time). 
The lowest level is the language level. The individuals try 
to describe the perceived reality to create a model of it. 
The way this is described can be analysed by looking at 
the phrases and segmenting the text; this is the natural 
language domain. Language is used to build the model. It 
is therefore important to classify concepts (e.g. making a 
list of actors) and building the diagram with nodes, 
relations and labels in it. (Rittgen, 2007)  
3.2 Gaming concept 
Most literature describes the creation of standardized 
models, e.g. UML models or other business models. But 
less experienced users can have trouble reading and 
writing these technical models. Novice modellers with no 
experience in information systems modelling use more 
visual cues in their minds to create a model. It is also 
more difficult for novice users to structure their thoughts 
about the thing to model and be abstract enough. 
(Wilmont, Brinkkemper, van de Weerd, & 
Hoppenbrouwers, 2010)  
It is possible to look more to the concerns of modellers 
and analysing communication between modellers in an 
environment that is (as much as possible) facilitator free. 
When looking to conventions or rules for interaction and 
collaboration in modelling, the “collaborative modelling 
sessions can be looked at as games with players who may 
either explicitly or implicitly determine and play by rules 
of a modelling game”. (Ssebuggwawo, Hoppenbrouwers, 
& Proper, 2009)  
The concept of comparing gaming to modelling is further 
discussed by Hoppenbrouwers, van Bommel, & Järvinen 
(2008). The area they look into is that of Game Design 
Theory. This is not to be confused with Game Theory, 
because that is about strategies for playing/winning a 
game, while Game Design Theory helps analysing and 
designing rules of games without looking into behaviour 
of (human) players. There are nine categories of “game 
elements” described by Järvinen (2007). These nine 
categories are then applied to modelling as an 
“operational modelling game”: 
1. Components: objects that the player can manipulate 
and possess in the game (e.g. cards, pieces, 
football). Modelling objects are intermediary and 
end deliverables, as well as objects, relations, 
processes, textual descriptions and scenarios. 
2. Rules set: rules offer players possibilities and 
constraints. Rules define goals (score more points 
than your opponent) and state procedures (the 
youngest player begins). A goal for modelling is the 
final model that is delivered, and procedures the 
way participants structure and fulfil their tasks. 
3. Environment: stage of the game play, e.g. board or 
virtual environment. Less obvious in a modelling 
game, but can be considered the templates, views, 
visualisations in the model-oriented interaction 
system. 
4. Game mechanics: game elements the player can 
interact with, e.g. throwing a ball, choose a card. In 
modelling it can be mechanics as arranging, 
browsing, voting, etc. 
5. Theme: the subject used in contextualizing the rules 
and game elements, e.g. a real-estate market in 
monopoly or a historical event as World War II in 
shooter games. Most unclear category when 
comparing with modelling. It can be that the 
“player” for creating the model gets the assignment 
to create a model for a certain group of people. 
6. Information: things about the state of the game the 
player needs to know, such as a scoreboard or 
remaining time. In modelling, these are things like 
information about events, agents and objects. 
7. Interface: tools to access the game, e.g. game pads, 
mouse, steering wheel. When designing a model, 
there are a lot of options to do this with computer-
aided support. 
8. Player(s): the human factors, with their 
corresponding behaviour, abilities, skills, etc. These 
are also necessary when modelling something. 
9. Context: physical location of the game, time, 
player’s personal history and other aspects that 
affects the experience of playing the game. In the 
modelling area, this category is also quite diverse; it 
includes aspects as multi-player options, virtual 
games vs. board games or realistic vs. educational 
context.  
Modellers have a goal they strive for, but from a gaming 
perspective, the goals are “rules settings states to strive 
for”. Rules can be divided in two types: rules set for the 
game and rules in the game. Rules set for the game (i.e. 
as a given assignment for the players/modellers) can for 
example be: “create a process model”, “make grammar 
goals” and “all participants should agree on the model”. 
Rules that are set in the game (i.e. by the 
players/modellers) are often about the modelling 
language (which grammar to use) and how to divide the 
main task in sub-tasks. (Ssebuggwawo, Hoppenbrouwers, 
& Proper, 2009) 
Goals are set or fulfilled by interactions. Interactions can 
be that participants of the modelling session ask 
questions, propose to add something to the model or the 
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accepting/rejecting of a proposal. There are roughly six 
types of interaction topics (Ssebuggwawo, 
Hoppenbrouwers, & Proper, 2009): 
• Grammar: modellers have to choose modelling 
concepts, e.g. using UML diagrams or something 
completely different. 
• Planning: scheduling of the fulfilment of goals and 
strategies concerning that. 
• Content: discussions about what information the 
model should contain. 
• Creation: discussions concerning the specifications 
of the newly created model. 
• Collaboration: this is about how participants 
collaborate with each other, e.g. roles, hierarchy, 
responsibilities, and how they organize themselves.  
• Help: asking for external help, e.g. asking for 
additional domain information. 
The rules of the game “drive and constrain conversational 
interactions”. These interactions include propositions 
from participants (which are accepted or rejected by other 
participants) and argumentation about the propositions, 
which in principle forms the final model. The 
combination of these Rules, Interactions and Models is a 
framework, which is abbreviated to RIM. 
(Hoppenbrouwers & van Stokkum, 2011) The concept of 
the RIM framework with gaming elements for rules and 
interaction propositions, is connected to the theoretical 
field of Dialogue Games.  
3.3 Dialogue Games 
One way of explaining the concept of Dialogue Games is 
that they “are interactions between two or more players, 
where each player “moves” by making utterances, 
according to a defined set of rules” (McBurney & 
Parsons, 2002). The “game” part in Dialogue Games is 
therefore a reference to the limited number of moves 
possible within the dialogue. Also, the possible moves in 
the dialogue are “governed by a set of rules”. (Bench-
Capon, Geldard, & Leng, 2000) An example of a 
Dialogue Game where a person tries to retrieve 
information, is: 
Person 1: Can you help me with question 2A? 
Person 2: What do you find difficult about it? 
Person 1: I can’t find the definition of the word. 
Person 2: You have to look on page 232. 
Person 1: OK, thanks. 
Another way of looking at it is that Dialogue Games are 
“aspects of the communication of both participants in a 
dialogue” (Mann, 1988). Dialogue Games are bilateral, 
because it is about the speech of both parties to a 
dialogue. In a dialogue, each participant also exhibits 
intentions or a goal. These goals can be subordinated in 
subgoals, and there are particular conventions to reach 
the goals.  
One of the conventions is that participants take turns in 
the dialogue. The starting of a Dialogue Game is called a 
“bid of a game”; the person who bids is identified with 
“I”, the other with “R”. Bidding is asking consent to 
pursue the illocutionary point, trying to get R to pursue 
goals and offer to adopt the conventional conditions as 
working hypotheses during the game. R responds to the 
bidding (which is the acceptance of the bid) and therefore 
the dialogue starts. When it appears that the illocutionary 
point is satisfied (e.g. the requested information is given) 
or infeasible (e.g. available methods to address the goal 
are exhausted), the bidding of a game may terminate. 
(Mann, 1988)  
Table 1: Dialogue Game examples 
Game Illocutionary Point Goals of R Conventional Conditions 
Information Probing I knows whether R 
knows Q 
R informs I of R’s 
knowledge of Q 
I knows Q 
Helping I is able to perform 
A 
I is able to perform A R is able to cause I to be able to perform 
A; I has the right to perform A. 
Information Seeking I knows Q I knows Q R knows Q 
Dispute R believes P R justifies that R 
might not believe P 
I believes P; R does not believe P. 
Permission Seeking I knows that R 
approves that I 
performs A 
(R chooses whether 
to approve that I 
performs A) and (I 
knows this choice) 
I wants to perform A sometime; I does not 
have the right to perform A without the 
permission of R 
Action Seeking R causes A to be 
performed 
R causes A to be 
performed 
R might not cause A to be performed in 
the normal cause of events. 
Information Offering R knows P R knows P I knows P; R’s knowledge and P can be 
reconciled 
In these game specifications A represents an action, Q represents an information specification, and P represents a 
proposition. Source: (Mann, 1988). 
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One of the original founders of Dialogue Games are 
Levin & Moore (1977). They identified six types of 
systematic interaction. These types relate to the function 
of the dialogue for the participants and not the topic of 
the dialogue. The six types as they are described by 
Levin & Moore (1977) are: 
• Information-probing: Person 1 wants to know 
whether Person 2 knows some particular 
information, and interacts with him to find out. 
• Helping: Person 1 wants to solve a problem, and 
interacts with Person 2 in an attempt to arrive at a 
solution. 
• Information-seeking: Person 1 wants to know some 
specific information, and interacts with Person 2 in 
order to learn it. 
• Action-seeking: Person 1 wants some action 
performed and interacts with Person 2 to get him to 
perform it. 
• Instructing: Person 1 wants Person 2 to know some 
information, and interacts with him to impart the 
information. 
• Griping: Person 1 is unhappy about some state of 
affairs, and interacts with Person 2 to convey that 
unhappiness. 
The classification is not complete, as mentioned by the 
authors. In determining the type of interaction, the 
particular goal of participants is important. Mann (1988) 
formulated a slightly different list of Dialogue Games, 
which is displayed in table 1. 
3.4 Application of collaborative modelling 
To bring the concept of Dialogue Games and 
collaborative modelling in practice, a number of 
prototype applications have been developed. 
A tool that is specifically designed for implementing 
Dialogue Games is called InterLoc. It is intended for 
educational learning interactions that mediates, structures 
and manages Dialogue Games. The interface contains a 
chat window organized by thread. Responding or starting 
a new thread has to be done in a sentence that starts in a 
certain way, e.g. “I think…”, “Let me explain…” or “I 
agree, because…”. These templates for messages, which 
the user can choose from, help structure the discussion. 
(Ravenscroft & McAlister, 2006) 
The usage of the InterLoc system for a demo case has 
been documented by Hoppenbrouwers & Rouwette 
(2012). Three players and one facilitator controlled the 
game on their computer, physically separated from each 
other. The facilitator was the only one who could draw 
the diagram, the other players could only see the diagram 
that was being drawn. Players and facilitator can chat 
with each other and the chat is structured by thread. 
Everyone has to use specific openers of sentences; the 
facilitator decides which openers are possible depending 
on the phase the game is in. 
A number of generic aspects that are to be applied in 
modelling game design are suggested by 
Hoppenbrouwers, Weigand, & Rouwette (2011). 
Although the aspects have yet to be validated, they offer 
insights into the improvement of motivation, 
effectiveness and quality of the modelling game. The 
seven aspects are: 
• Workflow / ToDo list: in modelling games it should 
be clear for the players what their (sub)goals are. 
Instead of presenting tasks to players, it is good for 
the motivation to challenge the players and let them 
decide how to reach the goal. 
• Iteration: created models or used documents are 
often revisited after a while to improve them. This 
can happen when related artefacts have changed and 
to bring everything in line with each other. 
Revisiting of existing models can also happen ad-
hoc to improve it. 
• Competition and collaboration: there has to be a 
balance between competition and collaboration. 
How this balance is, may be stated from the start or 
chosen by the players (i.e. as part of their gaming 
strategy). 
• Roles and differentiation between players: 
individual players may have different goals and 
properties/capacities in the game. This is useful to 
distribute tasks or also for using real-life expertise 
of the player. For players to be motivated, all 
players should be able to contribute to the game 
equally.  
• Time pressure: a common aspect in games is a time 
limit. This can be implemented by a clock counting 
down or giving more points when the duration of 
the game is shorter. 
• Score system and indicators: when the performance 
indicators are clear, the players will most likely 
adapt their behaviour to it. 
• Involving a game master: collaborating with 
multiple people has to be facilitated. This can be 
beneficial for the quality and effectiveness of the 
modelling game.  
4. COMPARISON 
The research fields of collaboration engineering and 
collaborative modelling have definitely similarities, but 
also some differences. This section will particularly 
discuss the thinkLets and Dialogue Games.  
A start with a comparing thinkLets and Dialogue Games 
has been made by Hoppenbrouwers & van Stokkum 
(2011). For this purpose, a fictional class of thinkLets 
was created, called m-thinkLets. M-thinkLets can be used 
for collaborative modelling and are compatible with the 
structure of Dialogue Games.  
Other similarities mentioned by Hoppenbrouwers & van 
Stokkum (2011) are a gaming metaphor with thinkLets 
complying with the RIM-framework and trying to make 
the role of the facilitator as small as possible 
(disintermediation). A distinction is that in Dialogue 
Games there are possible moves for in a discussion, but 
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with thinkLets the dialogue is not guided, constrained or 
logged. The research on this topic is continued by 
Hoppenbrouwers & van Stokkum (2012), and the 
realization of real-life applications has been announced. 
As mentioned in section 2, collaboration has been 
modelled in a seven-layer model by (Briggs, de Vreede, 
Dean, Kolfschoten, Albrecht, & Lukosch, 2009). For all 
seven points, the methods and their supporting techniques 
of thinkLets and Dialogue Games can be compared to 
each other. 
• Goals: for both thinkLets and Dialogue Games, the 
goal is often the same, namely to produce 
something collaboratively in a group. 
• Products: both thinkLets and Dialogue Games have 
often some document as a final product. In the area 
of collaborative modelling the final product is 
always a model, but with collaboration engineering 
this is not necessary. When applying collaboration 
engineering and thinkLets, other products as 
awareness or risk assessment are also possible, but 
it can happen that for this to materialize, some kind 
of model has to be made first. 
• Activities: the phases for solving a problem stays 
the same, whatever the used techniques are. Groups 
often go through the phases problem identification, 
idea generation, evaluating ideas and selecting a 
solution.  
• Patterns of collaboration: thinkLets are fitting for 
this layer. All thinkLets are explanations of how the 
pattern should be applied. Dialogue Games are more 
descriptive than thinkLets, because Dialogue Games 
are more looking into the interactions between team 
members. 
• Techniques: specific procedures are explained in 
detail in a thinkLet. The implementation of the 
procedures is nevertheless more detailed elaborated 
in the field of Dialogue Games, since thinkLets 
leave the specific implementation to the 
practitioners. 
• Tools: both thinkLets and Dialogue Games can use 
computer systems (GSS’s) to support the group 
dynamics. In fact, the same program can in theory 
be used for the implementation of thinkLets and 
Dialogue Games. 
• Scripts: this is typically the domain of Dialogue 
Games. The details of the discussion between group 
members is what Dialogue Games is about. 
ThinkLets use this layer for the structured 
explanation of the thinkLet (to make reproducibility 
possible), but doesn’t continue monitoring the 
dialogues between practitioners after the start of a 
thinkLet.  
One remarkable difference between thinkLets and 
Dialogue Games is the underlying way of thinking. 
ThinkLets are prescriptive for the group process, while 
Dialogue Games are more descriptive of how the process 
went. Although this holds not completely, because 
Dialogue Games have prescriptive properties e.g. limiting 
options for starting sentences, as described in section 3.4 
with the InterLoc program. Another difference is the 
level of detail. ThinkLets is a way to tell the group what 
to do, while Dialogue Games are more about how this is 
done. 
As already mentioned, a possible similarity is the role of 
the facilitator. With thinkLets, there is no facilitator 
during the collaboration because the collaboration 
sessions are designed by the facilitator (through using 
thinkLets) and the practitioners are responsible for the 
execution of it. Dialogue Games do not necessarily 
assign someone the role of facilitator. But according to 
(Cockerill, Daniel, Malczynski, & Tidwell, 2009) it is 
common in collaborative modelling that “many teams 
employ a facilitator and/or a note taker”. This is contrary 
to what is pointed out by (Hoppenbrouwers, Weigand, & 
Rouwette, 2009) that facilitators are scarce and 
expensive. It can be said that both fields try to reduce the 
role of the facilitator, but recognize that it is impossible 
to remove the facilitator entirely. The process of trying to 
reduce the dependency on facilitators is called 
disintermediation.  
A combination of thinkLets and Dialogue Games is a 
very good possibility. Both areas are designed for a 
collaborative group process in which some product (a 
model is a possibility) is produced. Structuring sentences 
as is done through the InterLoc software helps pointing 
the group activities in the right direction. ThinkLets often 
do not describe the group activities in details of how the 
discussion should go, but providing limited options for 
starting sentences can help structuring the discussion. 
Another way of combining thinkLets and Dialogue 
Games is to create a thinkLet in which the group 
constructs a model. A start of the creation of this specific 
thinkLet has already been described by (Hoppenbrouwers 
& van Stokkum, 2011) as m-thinkLets. But specific 
details of which activities should be carried out by the 
group to come up with a model have not yet been 
described. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
This paper compared thinkLets to Dialogue Games from 
the research fields collaboration engineering and 
collaborative modelling, respectively. Certain similarities 
can be seen, e.g. both areas study the communication 
processes in which people participate. But a distinction is 
that ThinkLets are on the seven-layer model higher in the 
hierarchy (patterns of collaboration, level 4), while 
Dialogue Games are primarily represented in the lowest 
level (scripts, level 7). 
Nevertheless, it is very good possible and also promising 
to combine thinkLets and Dialogue Games. There are 
enough similarities to make this possible. The 
combination can be carried out in the form of a thinkLet 
that supports the Dialogue Game elements. Inevitably, 
this combination thinkLet (or m-thinkLet) will become 
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more detailed than the standard thinkLet with more 
emphasis on dialogue details. 
During the writing of this paper an attempt was made to 
search for the 60 official thinkLets, to increase 
understanding about thinkLets. Some examples are given 
in appendix B, but the total list could not be found in 
scientific literature. It should be remarked that having 
this information would make it possible to compare 
thinkLets on a more detailed level with Dialogue Games 
than is done now. 
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A. ThinkLet example 
Below is an example of a thinkLet, given by Briggs, De 
Vreede, & Nunamaker (2003). The thinkLet is of the 
category convergence and is called “Pin the Tail on the 
Donkey”. 
Choose this thinkLet: 
• when a group has generated a lot of comments 
(100-400 and more) on a set of ideas, proposals, 
plans, and so on. 
• to build shared understanding within a group on 
some key comments and discussion issues. 
• to avoid going through each comment with the 
group separately, but focus on perceived 
highlights only. 
Overview 
The Pin the Tail on the Donkey thinkLet is appropriate 
when a group has generated a large number of 
comments on ideas, propositions, proposal, and so on. 
During a plenary discussion, it is very costly to consider 
each comment individually. It takes too much time. 
With Pin the Tail on the Donkey you can let group 
members pin down key contributions. These "gems" 
will be brought to the table during a plenary discussion. 
You can help people create shared understanding 
regarding their own key issues. 
Setup 
1. Participants may view comments in Topic 
Commenter, Electronic Brainstorming, 
Categorizer, or GroupOutliner 
2. Facilitators allow participants to read comments 
and add annotations. (Note: the adding of an 
annotation causes a yellow "sticky" icon to appear 
"pinned" next to the comment it annotates.) 
Script 
1. Say this: 
a. We have elaborated on the issues at hand 
extensively and created many comments. Let's 
now zero in on the key ones and discuss them 
together 
b. I like you to go through the comments and pin 
an annotation to comments that you feel are 
key, that sparked you, that made you think, 
that changed your perception on the issue at 
hand, or that best summarize a number of other 
comments. 
c. The contents of the annotation itself is not 
important; just make sure a 'pin' appears in the 
margin of the comment. 
d. You may only add (X) annotations. 
2. The group reads through the comments and places 
their annotation pins. 
3. If the group is done placing their annotation pins, 
invite them: "Please skim through the comments 
and check out the ones that are pinned. We will 
discuss these together in a few moments." 
4. After the group has placed their annotation pins 
and read the highlighted comments, facilitate an 
oral discussion during which you invite people to 
explain why they felt certain comments were key. 
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B. Examples of thinkLets 
A number of known and used thinkLets are given in 
table 2. The full documentation of a thinkLet normally 
requires three to five pages. The wording of patterns is 
a bit different than by Briggs et al. (2003); the original 
category names by Briggs have been mentioned 
between parentheses. 
 
Table 2: List of thinkLets by de Vreede et al. (2009) 
Name Pattern Purpose 
Directed-Brainstorm Generate (diverge) To generate a broad, diverse set of highly creative ideas in response 
to prompts from a moderator and the ideas contributed by team 
mates. 
LeafHopper Generate (diverge) To generate ideas in depth and detail on a focused set of topics. 
DealersChoice Generate (diverge) To have different team members generating ideas about different 
assigned topics in parallel 
FastFocus Reduce & Clarify 
(converge) 
To extract a list of key ideas from a raw set of brainstorming 
comments, and to assure that team members agree on the meaning 
and phrasing of the items on the resulting list. 
FastHarvest Reduce & Clarify 
(converge) 
To have pairs of team members extract a list of key ideas on 
assigned topics from a raw set of brainstorming comments. 
PopcornSort Organize (organize) To quickly organize a large set of ideas into categories. 
StrawPoll Evaluate (evaluate) To evaluate a number of concepts with respect to one or more 
criteria. 
MoodRing Build Commitment 
(build consensus) 
To continuously track the level of consensus within the group with 
regard to the issue currently under discussion. 
CrowBar Build Commitment 
(build consensus) 
To discover and discuss the reasons behind disagreement on certain 
issues. 
 
